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Abstract

FLAX [45], and LangFuzz [23] are examples of grammarbased approaches. Unfortunately, manually creating such
a model is a time-consuming and strongly heuristic effort
that cannot be easily adapted to other languages and even
newer versions of the same language. Yang et al., who created the popular Csmith compiler testing tool, report that it
took “substantial manual tuning of the 80 probabilities that
govern Csmith’s random choices” to “make the generated
programs look right” [49]. Second, whitebox approaches
analyze the program under test to generate input that triggers particular paths, e.g., based on symbolic execution.
SAGE [20] and BuzzFuzz [17] are examples of whitebox
fuzzing approaches. Unfortunately the assumption, that the
tested program is available at input generation time, made
by these approaches is not always given. e.g., when creating inputs for differential testing across multiple supposedly
equivalent programs [33] or when fuzz testing remote web
applications. Moreover, whitebox techniques often suffer
from scalability issues.
This paper exploits the observation that for many input
formats, there are various example inputs to learn from. Recent work on learning probabilistic models of code shows
that models learned from many examples can be very powerful, e.g., for predicting missing parts of mostly complete
data [8, 10, 22, 37, 38, 41, 43]. However, existing work does
not use probabilistic, generative models to create completely
new input data. Instead, they are tuned to fill in relatively
small gaps in otherwise complete data, such as recommending an API call or an identifier name in an otherwise complete program.
This paper merges two streams of research, fuzz testing
and learning probabilistic models of structured data, into a
novel approach for learning how to test complex programs
given examples of input data. We focus on input data that can
be represented as a labeled, ordered tree, which covers many
common formats, such as source code (represented as an
AST), documents (PDF, ODF, HTML), and images (SVG,
JPG). Our approach, called TreeFuzz, learns models of such
input data by traversing each tree once while accumulating
information. For each node and edge in the tree, TreeFuzz
gathers facts that explain why the node or edge has a partic-

Fuzzing is a popular technique to create test inputs for software that processes structured data. It has been successfully
applied in various domains, ranging from compilers and interpreters over program analyses to rendering engines, image manipulation tools, and word processors. Existing fuzz
testing techniques are tailored for a particular purpose and
rely on a carefully crafted model of the data to be generated.
This paper presents TreeFuzz, a generic approach for generating structured data without an a priori known model. The
key idea is to exploit a given corpus of example data to automatically infer probabilistic, generative models that create
new data with properties similar to the corpus. To support a
wide range of different properties, TreeFuzz is designed as a
framework with an extensible set of techniques to infer generative models. We apply the idea to JavaScript programs
and HTML documents and show that the approach generates mostly valid data for both of them: 96.3% of the generated JavaScript programs are syntactically valid and there are
only 2.06 validation errors per kilobyte of generated HTML.
The performance of both learning and generation scales linearly w.r.t. the size of the corpus. Using TreeFuzz-generated
JavaScript programs for differential testing of JavaScript engines exposes various inconsistencies among browsers, including browser bugs and unimplemented language features.

1.

Introduction

Testing complex programs requires complex input data. An
effective approach for testing such programs is fuzz testing, i.e., to randomly generate input data. Fuzz testing has
been successfully applied, e.g., to compilers [49], runtime
engines [18, 23], refactoring engines [16], office applications [20], and web applications [45]. A common requirement for effective fuzz testing is to generate data that complies or almost complies with the input format expected by
the program under test.
To generate (almost) valid input data, existing fuzz testing techniques essentially use two approaches. First, modelbased approaches require a model of the input format, such
as a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG). Csmith [49],
1
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ular label and appears at a particular position in the tree. After having traversed all input data, the approach summarizes
the gathered information into probabilistic models. Finally,
based on the learned models, TreeFuzz generates new input
data by creating trees in a depth-first manner.
Most existing works on probabilistic, generative models
of structured data uses a single model that describes the data,
such as n-gram-based models [22, 38] or graph-based models [37]. A key contribution of our work is to instead provide an extensible framework for expressing a wide range of
models. Each model describes a particular aspect of the input
format. We describe six models in this paper. For example,
one of these models suggests child nodes based on parent
nodes, similar to a PCFG. Another model suggests node labels in a way that enforces definition-use-like relationships
between subtrees of a generated tree, a property that cannot be easily expressed by existing probabilistic, generative
models. During generation, the approach reconciles models by ordering them and by letting one model refine the
suggestions of previous models. The main benefits of this
multi-model approach are that TreeFuzz considers different
aspects of the input format and that extending TreeFuzz with
additional models is straightforward.
The models supported by TreeFuzz are “single-traversal
models”, i.e., they are extracted during a single traversal of
each tree, and they generate new trees in a single pass. The
main benefit of this class of models is that they bound the
time of learning and generation, leading to linear time complexity w.r.t. the number of examples to learn from and w.r.t.
the number of generated trees. Furthermore, these models
can express properties learned by n-gram-based models [22,
38], PCFGs, and conditioning function-based models [10,
41], as well as properties that cannot be expressed with existing approaches.
Our work is related to LangFuzz [23], which fuzz tests
language implementations by recombining existing programs into new programs. TreeFuzz differs by learning a
probabilistic, generative model of the input format of the
application under test and by not requiring built-in knowledge about the format. Our work also relates to Deep3 [41],
which learns a probabilistic model for predicting individual
program elements. While learning, their approach synthesizes functions that become part of the model. To deal with
the inherent complexity of synthesis, Deep3 must limit the
search space for these functions and use aggressive sampling
of input data. In contrast, TreeFuzz supports models that
cannot be synthesized by Deep3 and has linear time complexity without sampling. Our work also differs by exploring a novel application, generating new data from scratch,
whereas Deep3 predicts individual program elements in an
otherwise complete program. We are not aware of any existing work that combines learned probabilistic models with
fuzz testing.

As two examples of input formats that TreeFuzz is useful for, we apply the approach to JavaScript programs and
HTML documents. As a concrete application of TreeFuzzgenerated data, we use generated JavaScript programs for
differential testing of web browsers.
Our evaluation assess the ability of TreeFuzz to generate
valid input data, its performance and scalability, as well as
its effectiveness for fuzz testing. The results show that, even
though we do not provide a model of the target language,
the approach generates input data that mostly complies
with the expected input format. Specifically, given a corpus
of less than 100 HTML documents, the approach creates
HTML documents that have only 2.06 validation errors per
generated kilobyte of HTML.1 Given a corpus of 100,000
JavaScript programs, 96.3% of the created programs are
syntactically valid and 14.4% of them execute without any
runtime errors. Practically all of the generated data differs
from the given example data. Using the TreeFuzz-generated
JavaScript programs to fuzz test web browsers has revealed
various inconsistencies, including browser bugs, unimplemented language features, and browser-specific behaviors
that developers should be aware of.
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• We present a novel language-independent, blackbox fuzz

testing approach. It enables testing a variety of programs
that expect structured input data.
• We are the first to use learned probabilistic language
models for generating test input data.
• As a practical application, we show that TreeFuzzgenerated data is efficient and effective at finding browser
inconsistencies. We envision various other applications,
such as testing compilers, interpreters, program analysis
tools, image processors, and rendering engines.

2.

Overview and Example

TreeFuzz consists of three phases. First, during the learning
phase, the approach infers from a corpus of examples a set of
probabilistic, generative models that encode properties of the
input format. Second, during the generation phase, TreeFuzz
creates new data based on the inferred models. Finally, the
generated data serves as input for the fuzz testing phase.
As a running example, consider applying TreeFuzz to
JavaScript programs and suppose that the corpus of examples consists only of the program in Figure 1(a)2 . The approach represents data as a tree with labeled nodes and
edges. Figure 1(b) shows a tree representation of the example program, which is the abstract syntax tree.

1 The example documents are not perfect either: they contain 0.59 errors per

kilobyte.
2 For the evaluation (Section 6), we apply the approach to significantly
larger corpuses.
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(a) Example data from corpus:

(c) Generated data:

var valid = true , val = 0;
if ( valid ) {
function foo ( num ) {
num = num + 1;
valid = false ;
return ;
}
foo ( val ) ;
}

// Program 1
var val = true , valid = true ;
if ( val ) {
foo ( val ) ;
function foo ( num ) {
return ;
return ;
val = num + 1;
}
}

(b) Tree representation of example data:
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// Program 2
if ( valid ) {
function foo ( num ) {
return ;
valid = false ;
num = false ;
}
foo ( val ) ;
}
var valid = 0 , valid = 0;

bod

y
bod

// Program 3
if ( valid ) {
foo ( val ) ;
foo ( val ) ;
}
var valid = true , val = 0;

// Program 4
var valid = 0 , valid = 0;
var valid = true , val = 0;

val

Figure 1. Corpus with a single example and new data generated from it. Parts of the abstract syntax tree have been abstracted
for the sake of conciseness. Idf and Lit denote Identifier and Literal, respectively.
2.1

Learning

about the context in which a particular node may occur.
From the AST in Figure 1(b), the approach infers that nodes
labeled ReturnStmt always occur as descendants of a node
F unctionDecl, i.e., the approach infers that return statements occur inside functions. Another inferred property considers repeatedly occurring subtrees. For example, the approach finds that the id edge of node F unctionDecl and
the callee edge of node CallExpr lead to identical subtrees
name
Idf −−−→ f oo. If such a pattern occurs repeatedly in the
corpus, TreeFuzz infers that F unctionDecl and CallExpr
have a definition-use-like relation.

The learning phase of TreeFuzz traverses the tree of the example while inferring probabilistic, generative models of the
input format. The models capture structural properties of the
tree, which represent syntactic and semantic properties of the
JavaScript language. For example, the approach infers that
nodes labeled P rogram have outgoing body edges and that
these edges may lead to nodes labeled V arDeclaration and
If Stmt. Furthermore, the approach infers the probability of
particular destination nodes. For example, for nodes labeled
BlockStmt, an outgoing edge body leads to an ExprStmt
three out of five times. TreeFuzz infers similar properties for
the rest of the tree, providing a basic model of the syntactic
properties of the target language, similar to a PCFG. Existing grammar-based approaches use a pre-defined grammar,
along with manually tuned probabilities to decide which
grammar rules to expand.
TreeFuzz infers more complex properties in addition to
the PCFG-like properties introduced above. For example,
TreeFuzz considers the ancestors of nodes to find constraints

2.2

Generation

Based on the inferred models, TreeFuzz creates new trees.
Figure 1(c) shows four examples of trees, pretty-printed as
JavaScript programs. Tree generation starts in a top-down
manner and nodes are iteratively expanded guided by the
inferred models. For the example, an inferred model specifies that the root node of any tree is labeled P rogram, that
P rogram nodes have two outgoing edges, and that the children may be labeled V arDeclaration or If Stmt. For this
3
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and each edge e ∈ E has a label. The function outgoing :
N → E × ... × E maps each node to a tuple of outgoing
edges. The function dest : E → N maps each edge to its
destination node.
For example, a labeled, ordered tree can represent the
AST of a program, the DOM tree of a web page, a JSON
file, an XML file, or a CSS file. Section 4 shows how to
apply TreeFuzz to some of these kinds of structured data. In
the remainder of the paper, we simply use the term “tree”
instead of “labeled, ordered tree”. To ease the presentation,
we do not explicitly distinguish between a node and its label,
or an edge and its label, if the meaning is clear from the
context.

reason, all four generated programs contain two statements,
which are variable declarations or if statements. Generated
programs have the same identifiers and literals as in the corpus because TreeFuzz infers the corresponding nodes.
To enforce the inferred constraint that return statements
must appear within a function declaration, TreeFuzz only
creates a ReturnStmt node when the currently expanded
node is a descendant of a F unctionDecl node. As a result,
the return statements in the first two programs of Figure 1(c)
are within a function. Enforcing such constraints avoids syntax errors that TreeFuzz-generated programs would have
otherwise. As an illustration of using complex properties encoded in the inferred model, recall the definition-use-like relation between F uncDecl and CallExpr that TreeFuzz infers. Suppose the approach generates the Idf subtree of a
CallExpr node. To select a label for the destination node
of an edge name, the approach checks whether there already exists a F unctionDecl node with a matching subtree,
and if so, reuses the label of this subtree. As a result, most
generated function calls in Figure 1(c) have a corresponding
function declaration, and vice versa. Creating such relations
avoids runtime errors during fuzz testing, e.g., due to undefined functions, that TreeFuzz-generated programs would
have otherwise.
The models that TreeFuzz infers from a single example
obviously overfit the example, and consequently, the generated programs do not use all features of the JavaScript
language. The hypothesis of this work is that, given a large
enough corpus of examples (“big code”), the approach learns
a model that is general enough to create a variety of other
valid examples that go beyond the corpus.
2.3

3.1

To enable learning from a corpus of trees and generating
new trees, TreeFuzz provides a generic framework that gets
instantiated with an extensible set of techniques to infer
probabilistic, generative models. We call these techniques
model extractors. Each model extractor infers a particular
kind of property from the given corpus and uses the inferred
model to steer the generation of new trees. We currently have
implemented six such model extractors, which Section 3.2
presents in detail.
3.1.1

Fuzz Testing

Learning and Generation

This section describes the first two phases of TreeFuzz:
learning and generation. An important goal of TreeFuzz
is to support different kinds of structured data, including
programs written in arbitrary programming languages and
structured file formats. A common format to represent such
data are labeled, ordered trees, and we use this representation
in TreeFuzz.
Definition 1. A labeled, ordered tree t = (N, E) consists of
a set N of nodes and a set E of edges. Each node n ∈ N
3 Mozilla

Hooks

The TreeFuzz framework provides a set of hooks for implementing model extractors. The hooks are designed to support single-traversal models, i.e., the hooks are called during
a single traversal of each example in the learning phase and
during a single pass that creates new data during the generation phase. During the learning phase, TreeFuzz calls two
hooks:
• visitN ode(node, context), which enables model extractors to visit each node of each tree in the corpus once,
and
• f inalizeLearning(), which enables model extractors to
summarize knowledge extracted while visiting nodes.
During the generation phase, TreeFuzz calls three hooks:
• startT ree(), which notifies model extractors that a new
tree is going to be generated, enabling them to reset any
tree-specific state,
• pickN odeLabel(node, context, candidates), which asks
model extractors to recommend a label for a newly created node,
• pickEdgeLabel(node, context, candidates), which asks
model extractors to recommend a label for the edge that
is going to be generated next, and
• haveP ickedN odeLabel(node, context), which notifies
model extractors that a particular node label has been
selected.
The context is the path of nodes and edges that lead from the
tree’s root node to the current node.

Finally, the data generated by TreeFuzz is given as input
to programs under test. For the running example, consider
executing the generated programs in multiple browsers to
compare their behavior. Executing the first program in Figure 1(c) exposes an inconsistency between Firefox 45 and
Chrome 50. A bug in Firefox3 causes the program to crash
because the function foo declared in the if block does
not get hoisted to the top of the block, which leads to a
ReferenceError when calling it.

3.

Extensible Learning and Generation Framework

bug #585536

4
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Algorithm 1 Learning phase.
Input: Set T of trees.
Output: Probabilistic, generative models.
1: for all t ∈ T do
2:
n ← root(t)
3:
c ← initialize context with n
4:
visitN ode(n, c)
5:
while c is not empty do
6:
if visited all e ∈ outgoing(n) then
7:
remove n from c
8:
else
9:
e ← next not yet visited edge ∈ outgoing(n)
10:
n ← dest(e)
11:
expand c with e and n
12:
visitN ode(n, c)
13: f inalizeLearning()

Algorithm 2 Generation phase.
Input: Probabilistic, generative models.
Output: Set G of generated trees.
1: while |G| < maxT rees do
2:
startT ree()
3:
nroot ← new node
4:
c ← initialize context with nroot
5:
N ← empty stack
B work list of nodes to expand
6:
N.push([nroot , c])
7:
while |N | > 0 do
8:
[n, c] ← N.pop()
9:
pickN odeLabel(n, c)
10:
le ← pickEdgeLabel(n, c)
11:
while le 6= undefined do
12:
add new edge with label le to outgoing(n)
13:
le ← pickEdgeLabel(n, c)
14:
for all e ∈ outgoing(n) do
15:
ndest ← new node
16:
dest(e) ← ndest
17:
cdest ← expand c with e and ndest
18:
insert [ndest , cdest ] into N
19:
if |reachableN odes(nroot )| > θ then
20:
discard tree and continue with main loop
21:
G ← G ∪ {nroot }

One important insight of this paper is that this simple
API is sufficient to infer probabilistic models that enable
generating trees suitable for effective fuzz testing.
3.1.2

Learning

To infer probabilistic, generative models that describe
properties of the given set of trees, TreeFuzz traverses all
trees while calling the hooks implemented by the model extractors. Algorithm 1 summarizes the learning phase. The
algorithm traverses each tree in a top-down, depth-first manner and calls the visitN ode hook for each node. During
the traversal, the algorithm maintains the context of the currently visited node. After visiting all trees, the algorithm
calls f inalizeLearning to let model extractors summarize
and store their extracted knowledge. Section 3.2 describes
the model extractors in detail.
3.1.3

ated trees, the algorithm checks (line 19) whether the current
tree’s total number of nodes exceeds a configurable threshold θ (default: 1,000) and discards the tree in this case.
The approach described so far provides a generic framework for inferring properties from a corpus of trees and for
generating new trees based on these properties. The following section fills this generic framework with life by presenting a set of model extractors that are applicable across different kinds of data formats, such as JavaScript programs and
HTML documents.

Generation

Based on the inferred models, which probabilistically describe properties of the trees in the corpus, TreeFuzz generates new trees that comply with these inferred properties.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the generation phase of TreeFuzz.
Trees are created in a top-down, depth-first manner while
querying models about the labels a node should have, how
many outgoing edges a node should have, and how to label
these edges. The algorithm maintains a work list of nodes
that need to be expanded. For each such node, the algorithm
calls the pickN odeLabel function of all models and repeatedly calls the pickEdgeLabel function to determine the outgoing edges of the node. For each newly created outgoing
edge, the algorithm creates an empty destination node and
adds it to the work list. The algorithm has completed a tree
when the work list becomes empty. Once a tree is completed,
the algorithm adds it to the set G of generated trees.
Because models may continuously recommend to create
additional outgoing edges, generating a tree may not terminate. To address this problem and to bound the size of gener-

3.2

Model Extractors

To support a wide range of properties of data formats, TreeFuzz uses an extensible set of model extractors. Each model
extractor implements the hooks from Section 3.1.1 to learn
a model from the corpus and to make recommendations for
generating new trees. The following explains six model extractors. They are sorted roughly by increasing conceptual
complexity, starting from simple model extractors that learn
PCFG-like properties and ending with model extractors that
encode properties out of reach for PCFGs. Section 3.3 explains how TreeFuzz reconciles the recommendations made
by different model extractors.
3.2.1

Determining the Root Node

Every generated tree needs a root node. This model extractor
infers from the corpus which label root nodes typically have.
During learning, the extractor builds a map Mroot that as5
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on MedgeN b , that two such edges should be created. As a
result, it will return body for the first two invocations of
pickEdgeLabel and undef ined afterwards.

signs a label to the number of occurrences of the label in
a root node. During generation, the model is used to recommend a label for the root node: When Algorithm 2 calls
pickN odeLabel with a context that only contains the current node (i.e., a root node), the model picks a label from the
domain dom(Mroot ) of the map, where the probability to
pick a particular label n is proportional to Mroot (n).
For the example in Figure 1(b), Mroot = {P rogram 7→
1}. When generating a new tree, the approach will recommend the label P rogram for every root node.
3.2.2

3.2.3

Parent-based Selection of Child Nodes

Each generated node needs a label. During learning, the following model extractor reads the incoming edge and the parent node from the context provided to pickN odeLabel and
keeps track of how often a node n is observed for a particular
edge-parent pair. This information is then summarized using
the f inalizeLearning hook into a map Mchild that assigns
a probability mass function fchild to each edge-parent pair.
For the example in Figure 1(b), the model extractor infers
the following probability mass function for the edge-parent
pair (body, BlockStmt):

0.6 if n = ExprStmt



0.2 if n = F unctionDecl
fchild (n) =
0.2 if n = ReturnStmt



0 otherwise
During generation, the approach uses the inferred probabilities to suggest a label for a node based on the incoming
edge and the parent of the node. For this purpose, the approach picks a node label according to the probability distribution described by fchild .

Determining Outgoing Edges

The following model extractor infers the set of edges that
a particular node label n should have, and uses this knowledge to suggest edge labels during the generation of trees.
To this end, the approach maintains two maps. The map
MedgeExists assigns to an edge label e the probability that n
has at least one outgoing edge e. The map MedgeN b assigns
to an edge label e a probability mass function that describes
how many outgoing edges e the node n typically has.
Learning To construct these two maps, the model extractor implements the visitN ode hook and stores, for each visited node, the label of the node and the label of its outgoing
edges, as well as how many outgoing edges with a particular label the node has. After all trees have been visited, the
model extractor uses the f inalizeLearning hook to summarize the extracted facts into the maps MedgeExists and
MedgeN b .
For the example in Figure 1(b), the model extractor infers
the following maps for node BlockStmt:
• MedgeExists = {body 7→ 1.0} because each BlockStmt
has at least one outgoing edge labeled “body”.
• MedgeN b maps
 body to the probability mass function
 0.5 for k = 2
0.5 for k = 3
fedgeN b (k) =

0 otherwise
because 50% of all block statements have two outgoing
body edges and the other 50% have three outgoing body
edges.

The properties learned by the previous three model extractors are similar to those encoded in a PCFG. Existing
grammar-based fuzzing approaches, such as Csmith [49],
hard code the knowledge that these model extractors infers. For example, the grammar encodes which outgoing
edges a particular kind of node may have, and a set of manually tuned probabilities specifies how many statements a
typical function body has, how many arguments a typical
function call passes, and what kinds of statements typically
occur within a block statement. Instead, TreeFuzz infers this
knowledge from a corpus.
3.2.4

Ancestor-based Selection of Child Nodes

The model extractor in Section 3.2.3 infers the probability of
a node label based on the immediate ancestor of the current
node. While the immediate ancestor is a good default indicator for which node to create next, it may not provide enough
context. For example, consider determining the destination
node of the value edge of a Lit node. Based on the parent
only, the generator would choose among all literals observed
in the corpus, ignoring the context in which a literal has been
observed, such as whether it is part of a logical expression
or an arithmetic expression.
To exploit such knowledge, we generalize the idea from
Section 3.2.3 by increasing the amount of context to consider
the k closest ancestor nodes and their connecting edges.
We call the sequence of labels of these edges and nodes
the ancestor sequence. For each such ancestor sequence,
the model extractor infers a probability mass function, as
described in Section 3.2.3, and uses this function during

Generation The inferred maps MedgeExists and MedgeN b
are used by the pickEdgeLabel hook to steer the generation
of edges. At the first invocation of pickEdgeLabel for a particular node, a list of outgoing edges are pre-computed based
on the probabilities stored in these maps. At the first and all
subsequent invocations of pickEdgeLabel for a particular
node, the model returns edge labels from this pre-computed
list until each such label has been returned once. Afterwards,
the model returns undef ined to indicate that no more edges
should be created.
For the running example, suppose that the generation
algorithm has created a node BlockStmt. When it calls
pickEdgeLabel, the model will decide based on MedgeExists
that there needs to be at least one body edge, and based
6
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Definition 3. An identical subtree rule states that if there
eb
eA
nB −→
x in the tree, then there also
exists a subtree nA −−→
ed
nb
exists a subtree nD −→ nB −→
y in the same tree so that
x = y.
e
The notation n −
→ n0 denotes that a node labeled n has an
outgoing edge labeled e whose destination is a node labeled
n0 . For each rule, the approach infers the support, i.e., how
many instances of this rule have been observed, and the
confidence, i.e., how likely the right-hand side of the rule
holds given that the left-hand side of the rule holds.
For example, given the corpus of JavaScript programs
that we use in the evaluation, TreeFuzz infers that

generation to suggest labels for newly created nodes. In
addition to the model extractor from Section 3.2.3, which
is equivalent to k = 1, we also use a model extractor that
considers the parent and grand-parent of the current node,
i.e., k = 2. Supporting larger values of k is straightforward,
but we have not found any need for a value of k > 2.
Since a grammar only encodes the immediate context of
each node, existing grammar-based approaches cannot express such ancestor-based constraints. To avoid creating syntactically incorrect programs, Csmith uses built-in filters that
encode syntactic constraints not obvious from a grammar.
Instead TreeFuzz infers them from a corpus of examples.
3.2.5

callee

Constraints on the Selection of Child Nodes

Tree structures often impose constraints on where in a tree a
particular node may appear. For example, consider an AST
node that represents a return statement. In the AST of a
syntactically valid program, such a node appears only as a
descendant of a node that represents a function. Enforcing
such constraints while generating trees is challenging yet
important to reduce the probability to generate invalid trees.
To address this challenge, this model extractor infers constraints of the following form:

implies
id

name

F unctionDecl −→ Idf −−−→ y
so that x = y with support 59,146 and confidence 61.7%.
This rule expresses that function calls are likely to have a
corresponding function declaration with the same function
name. The reasons for confidence being lower than 100%
are that functions can also be declared through a function
expression and that functions may be defined in other files.

Definition 2. An ancestor constraint (n, N ) states that a
node labeled n must have at least one ancestor from the set
N = {nA1 , . . . , nAk }.

Learning To infer identical subtree rules, the model extractors uses the visitN ode and f inalizeLearning hooks.
eA
eB
When visiting a node n with context ... → nA −−→
nB −−→
eB
n, the approach stores the information that the suffix nB −−→
eA
n has been observed with the prefix ... → nA −−→. After visiting all trees, the f inalizeLearning hook summarizes the
stored information into identical subtree rules by considering
all suffixes that have been observed with more than one prefix. The approach increments the support of a rule for each
node n for which the rule holds. To compute the confidence
of a rule, the approach divides rule’s support by the number
of times the left-hand side of the rule has been observed.

Ancestor constraints are inferred in two steps. First, in
the visitN ode hook, the approach stores for each node the
set of labels of all ancestors of the node, as provided by the
node’s context. Second, in the f inalizeLearning hook, the
approach iterates over all observed node labels and checks
for each node label n whether all occurrences of n have
at least one ancestor from a set N of node labels. If such
a set N exists, then the approach infers a corresponding
ancestor constraint. Otherwise, the approach adds n to the
set Nunconstr of unconstrained node labels.
During generation, the approach uses the pickN odeLabel
hook to suggest a set of nodes that are valid in the current
context. This set is the union of two sets. First, the set of
all unconstrained nodes Nunconstr , because these nodes are
always valid. Second, the set of all nodes n that have an
ancestor constraint (n, N ) where N has a non-empty intersection with the set of node labels in the current context.
3.2.6

name

CallExpr −−−−→ Idf −−−→ x

Generation During generation, the approach uses the inferred identical subtree rules to suggest labels for nodes that
are at positions x and y (as in Definition 3) of a rule. To
this end, the approach maintains two maps. First, the map
e
eB
MpathT oLabels associates to a subtree nD −−D
→ nB −−→
the
set of labels x that have already been used to label the destination node of eB . Second, the map MpathT oLabelT odos
e
eB
associates with a subtree nD −−D
→ nB −−→
the set of labels
that the generator still needs to assign to a destination node
of eB to comply with a identical subtree rule. Whenever
the haveP ickedN odeLabel hook is called, the approach
checks if the current context matches any of the inferred
rules. If the current node matches the left-hand side of a rule,
then the approach decides with a probability equal to the
rule’s confidence that the right-hand side of the rule should
also be true. If MpathT oLabels indicates that the right-hand
side is not yet fulfilled, then the approach adds an entry to
MpathT oLabelT odos . Whenever the pickN odelLabel hook

Enforcing Repeated Subtrees

Complex trees sometimes contain repeated subtrees that refer to the same concept. For example, consider an AST that
contains a function call and its matching function declaration, such as the two subtrees ending with f oo in Figure 1(b).
The Idf nodes of the call and the declaration have an identical subtree that specifies the name of the function. The following model extractor infers rules that specify which nodes
of a tree are likely to share an identical subtree.

7
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is called, the approach checks whether the current context
matches an entry in MpathT oLabelT odos . If it does, the approach fulfills the rule by suggesting the required label.

and documents in the web markup language HTML (Section 4.2).

The last three model extractors show that single-traversal
models can express rather complex rules and constraints that
go beyond grammar-based approaches. Existing approaches,
such as Csmith, hard code such constraints into their approach. For example, if Csmith generates a function call, it
checks whether there is any matching function definition,
and otherwise, generates such a function definition. TreeFuzz provides a general framework that allows for implementing a wide range of models beyond the six that we describe here.

TreeFuzz generates ASTs of JavaScript programs by learning from the ASTs of a set of example programs. Generated programs may serve as test input for program analyses,
refactoring tools, compilers, and other tools that process programs [23, 49]. We here use TreeFuzz-generated JavaScript
programs for differential testing across multiple browsers,
where the same program is executed in multiple browsers to
detect inconsistencies among the browsers.
Our differential testing technique classifies programs into
three categories: First, the behavior is consistent if there is
no observable difference across browsers, which may be because the program either crashes in all browsers or does not
crash all browsers. Second, the behavior is inconsistent if
we observe a difference across browsers. This may be either because the program raises an exception in at least one
browser but does not crash in another browser, or because
the program crashes in all browsers but with different types
of error, such as TypeError and ReferenceError. To compare
errors with each other, we use the type of the thrown runtime error, as specified in the language specification. Finally,
some programs are classified as non-deterministic because
the behavior of different executions in a single browser differs, which we check by executing each program twice.

3.3

4.1

Combining Multiple Model Extractors

When Algorithms 1 and 2 call a hook function, they call the
function for each available model extractor. In particular, this
means that multiple model extractors may propose different
labels during the generation of trees. For example, suppose
that while generating a tree, the generation algorithm must
decide on the label of a newly created node. One model
extractor, e.g., the one from Section 3.2.5, may restrict the
set of available node labels to a subset of all nodes, and
another model extractor, e.g., the one from Section 3.2.3
may pick one of the labels in the subset. Furthermore, when
multiple model extractors provide contradicting suggestions,
then the generation algorithm must decide on a single label.
To reconcile the suggestions by different model extractors, TreeFuzz requires to specify an order of precedence
while querying the model extractors during generation. Each
model extractor obtains the set of label candidates from the
already queried extractors and returns another set of candidates which must be a subset of the input set, i.e., a model
extractor can only select from the set of already pre-selected
candidates. If, after querying all model extractors, the set of
label candidates is non-empty, the generator randomly picks
one of the candidates. If the set of candidates is empty, the
generator falls back on a random default strategy, which sets
node labels to the empty string and suggests to create another edge with an empty label with a configurable probability (default: 10%). During our evaluation, when using all
model extractors described in this section, the set of candidates is practically never empty.
For the evaluation, we use the model extractors described
in this section in the following order of precedence (high
to low): Constraints on the selection child nodes, determining the root node, enforcing repeated subtrees, determining
outgoing edges, ancestor-based selection of child nodes, and
parent-based selection of child nodes.

4.

4.2

JavaScript Programs

HTML Documents

As another input format, we apply TreeFuzz to the hypertext
markup language HTML. Due to the popularity of HTML
documents, there are various tools that require HTML documents as their input, such as browsers, text editors, and
HTML processing tools. TreeFuzz generates inputs for these
tools based on a corpus of example HTML documents, without requiring any explicitly given knowledge about the structure and content of HTML documents.
Since an HTML document consists of nested tags, there
is a natural translation from such documents to labeled, ordered trees. We represent each tag as a node, where the label represents the tag name, such as body and a. We represent nested tags through an edge between the parent and
the child. The label of this edge is childN ode concatenated
with the label of the destination node. The reason for copying the destination’s label into the edge label is that otherwise, most edges would have the generic label childN ode,
which is not helpful in inferring the tree’s structure. We represent attributes of tags, such as id=’foo’, through child
nodes with label attribute. These nodes have two outgoing
edges, which point to the name and the value of the attribute,
e.g., id and f oo.

Fuzz Testing

5.

This section presents how to use TreeFuzz-generated data as
inputs for fuzz testing. We consider two data formats: programs in the JavaScript programming language (Section 4.1)

Implementation

We implement the approach into a framework with an extensible set of model extractors. The implementation can be
8
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HTML

JS

minimum

median

maximum

39

77,604

703,327

11

4,858

41,626

3

2,438

7,241,063

0

262

1,045,978

file size
(bytes)
number of
nodes
file size
(bytes)
number of
nodes

JavaScript To measure whether a generated JavaScript
program is valid, we pretty print it and parse it again. If
the pretty printer rejects the tree or if the parser rejects the
generated program, then we consider the program as syntactically invalid. 96.3% of 100,000 generated trees represent
syntactically valid JavaScript programs. Furthermore, 14.4%
of the syntactically valid programs execute without causing
any runtime error.
HTML To measure the validity of generated HTML documents, we use the W3C markup validator [6]. In practice,
most HTML pages are not fully compatible with the W3C
standards and therefore cause validation errors. As a measure of how valid an HTML document is, we compute the
number of validation errors per kilobyte of HTML.
The generated HTML documents have 2.06 validation errors per kilobyte. As a point of reference, the corpus documents contain 0.59 validation errors per kilobyte. That is,
the generated documents have a slightly higher number of
errors, but overall, represent mostly valid HTML. We conclude that TreeFuzz effectively generates HTML documents
that mostly comply with W3C standards, without any a priori knowledge of HTML.

Table 1. HTML and JS corpuses used for learning.

easily instantiated for different input formats because most
of the implementation of the framework and the model extractors is independent of the format. The JavaScript instantiation builds upon an existing parser [2] and code generator [1] and adds less than 300 lines of JavaScript code to the
framework. The HTML instantiation builds upon an existing toolkit to parse and generate HTML documents [4] and
adds less than 200 lines of JavaScript code to the framework.
We implement differential testing as an HTTP server that
sends JavaScript programs to client code running in different browsers, and that receives a summary of the programs’
runtime behavior from these clients.

6.

Evaluation

6.1

Experimental Setup

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing approach
based on a learned, probabilistic language models that generates entire programs with so few mistakes.
6.3

Corpus We use a corpus of 100,000 JavaScript files from
GitHub [3]. For HTML, we visit the top 100 web sites
(according to the Alexa ranking) and store the HTML files of
their start page. Some sites appear multiple times in the top
100 list, e.g., google.com and google.co.in. We remove
all but one instance of such duplicates and obtain a corpus
of 79 unique HTML files. Table 1 summarizes the file size
and the number of nodes in the tree representations of the
corpuses.

Influence of Corpus Size on Validity To be effective, statistical learning approaches often need large amounts of
training data. We evaluate the influence of the corpus size on
the validity of TreeFuzz-generated programs. We measure
the percentage of syntactically correct generated JavaScript
programs while learning from a varying corpus size ranging from 10 to 100,000. We observe that the percentages
vary between 96% and 98%, i.e., most generated programs
are syntactically correct independent of the corpus size. We
conclude from the results that the size of the corpus does
not have a significant influence on the validity of the generated trees, suggesting that TreeFuzz is useful even when few
examples are available.

Differential Cross-Browser Testing We instantiate the differential testing technique described in Section 4.1 with
eight versions of the popular Firefox and Chrome browsers
released over a period of four years: Firefox 17, 25.0.1, 33.1,
44, and Chrome 23, 31, 39, and 48.
All performance-related experiments are carried out on an
Intel Core i7-4790 CPU (3.60GHz) machine with 32GB of
memory running Ubuntu 14.04. We use Node.js 6.5 and
provide it with 11GB of memory.
6.2

Influence of Corpus Size on Validity and
Performance

Performance and scalability To enable TreeFuzz to learn
from many examples and to generate large amounts of new
data, the performance and scalability of the approach is
crucial. Figure 2 shows how long the approach takes to learn
depending on the size of the corpus, and how long it takes
to generate 100 trees. The presented results are averages
over three repetitions to account for performance variations.
We observe that both learning and generation scales linearly
with the size of the corpus. The main reason for obtaining
linear scalability is that the approach focuses on singletraversal models, which scale well to larger corpuses.

Validity of Generated Trees

TreeFuzz generates trees that are intended to comply with
an input format without any a priori knowledge about this
format. To assess how effective the approach is in achieving
this goal, we measure the percentage of generated trees that
pass language-specific validity checks.
9
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Average time in seconds

3125
625

proach generates programs by starting from the top-level
AST node Program and by iteratively expanding nodes
according to the grammar. When expanding a parent node
by adding child nodes, each possible child node has the
same probability of getting selected.
• LangFuzz [23], the state of the art approach that is closest to our work. Similar to TreeFuzz, it supports multiple languages and exploits a corpus of examples. In contrast to our work, LangFuzz requires built-in knowledge
of the target language, such as which AST nodes represent identifiers and which built-in variables and keywords
exist. For example, LangFuzz uses knowledge to adapt
program fragments by modifying its identifier names.

learning
generation

125
25
5
10

100

1000

Corpus size

10000

100000

Figure 2. Learning and generation time based on varying
corpus sizes. Both axes are log-scaled.
6.4

Effectiveness for Differential Testing

During our experiments, LangFuzz suffered from severe
scalability problems when providing it with the full corpus of 100,000 programs. One reason is that the implementation keeps all programs in memory. Because of
these problems, we provide it with 10,000 randomly sampled subset of of the corpus programs.

As an application of TreeFuzz-generated JavaScript programs, we evaluate the effectiveness for differential testing
(Section 4.1) in two ways. First, we quantitatively assess to
what extent the generated trees reveal inconsistencies. Second, we present a set of inconsistencies that we discovered
during our experiments and discuss some of them in detail.

The root cause of these memory issues is that LangFuzz combines fragments of existing programs with each
other. Our approach avoids such problems by learning a
probabilistic model of JavaScript code, instead of storing
concrete code fragments.
• The corpus-only approach uses the 100,000 corpus programs as an input, i.e., no new programs get generated.
The simple, grammar-based approach suffers from two
main limitations. First, it often fails to terminate because
expanding a grammar rule often leads to the same grammar
rule again. Second, most of the programs generated by the
approach are repeated occurrences of very short programs,
such as a program that defines only a single variable, or a
even an empty program. Because of these limitations of the
simple grammar-based approach, the rest of our comparison
focuses on the other two approaches.

Quantitative Evaluation of Differential Testing The behavior of most programs (97.2%) is consistent across all engines, which is unsurprising because consistency is the intended behavior. For 0.22% of all programs, the behavior is
non-deterministic, i.e., two executions in the same browser
have different behaviors. Each of the remaining 2.5% of programs expose an inconsistency, i.e., achieves the ultimate
goal of differential testing. Given the little time required to
generate programs (Section 6.3), we conclude that TreeFuzz
is effective at generating programs suitable for differential
testing.
Qualitative Evaluation of Differential Testing To better
understand the detected inconsistencies, we manually inspect a subset of all inconsistencies. Table 2 lists ten representative inconsistencies and associates them with three
kinds of root causes. First, browser bugs are inconsistencies caused by a particular browser that does not implement
the specified behavior. Second, browser-specific behavior
are inconsistencies due to unspecified or non-standard features that some but not all browsers provide, or because the
standards allow multiple different behaviors. Third, missing
revised-specification behavior refers to inconsistencies due
to features of not yet implemented revised specifications,
such as ECMAScript 6 and DOM4. The examples listed in
Table 2 show that TreeFuzz-generated JavaScript programs
are effective at revealing different kinds of inconsistencies
among browsers.
6.5

6.5.1

Comparison Based on Syntactical Differences

At first, we compare the approaches by syntactically comparing the programs that they provide. For this experiment,
we format all programs consistently and remove all comments. We compare the programs generated by TreeFuzz
and by LangFuzz with the programs in the corpus to assess
whether any generated programs are syntactically equal to a
corpus program. 241 of the 100,000 programs generated by
LangFuzz are such duplicates, whereas only one of 100,000
TreeFuzz-generated programs is also present in the corpus.
We conclude that TreeFuzz is effective at creating a large
number of syntactically diverse programs.
The effectiveness of generated programs for fuzz testing
partly depends on whether the programs are syntactically
correct. The reason is that syntactically incorrect programs
are typically rejected by an early phase of the JavaScript engine and therefore cannot reach any code beyond that phase.
Figure 3 shows for each of the three approaches the percent-

Comparison with Corpus and Other Approaches

We compare TreeFuzz to three alternatives approaches:
• The simple, grammar-based approach creates JavaScript
programs based on built-in knowledge about the grammar of JavaScript’s abstract syntax trees [5]. The ap10
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ID

Inconsistent browsers

Description

Root cause

1

Firefox vs. Chrome

Browser bug

2

Firefox 17 and 25 vs. others

3

Firefox 44 vs. others

4

Firefox 17 and 25 vs. others

5
6
7
8

Firefox vs. Chrome
Firefox 44, Chrome 23, and
Chrome 31 vs. others
Firefox vs. Chrome
Chrome 23 vs. others

9

Firefox 25–44 vs. others

10

Firefox 17–33 vs. others

Mozilla bug #585536: Function declared in block statement
should get hoisted to top of block.
Mozilla bug #597887: Calling setTimeout with an illegal argument causes runtime error.
Mozilla bug #1231139: TypeError is thrown even though it
should be SyntaxError.
Mozilla bug #409444: The type of window.constructor is
“object” in some browsers and “function” in others.
Only Firefox provides window.content property.
Some browsers throw an exception when calling scrollBy without arguments.
event is a global variable in Chrome but not in Firefox.
Some browsers throw an exception when calling setTimeout
without arguments.
Some browsers throw an exception when redirecting to a malformed URI.
Call of Int8Array() without mandatory new keyword, as required by ECMAScript 6.

Browser bug
Browser bug
Browser bug
Browser-specific behavior
Browser-specific behavior
Browser-specific behavior
Browser-specific behavior
Browser-specific behavior
Missing revised-specification behavior

Table 2. Examples of inconsistencies found through differential testing with TreeFuzz-generated programs.

TreeFuzz
LangFuzz
Corpus
0

Corpus

TreeFuzz

87

20
40
60
80
100
Percentage of syntactically correct programs

15
46

26

28
16

Figure 3. TreeFuzz compared to corpus and LangFuzz.

80
age of syntactically correct programs among all generated
programs. For TreeFuzz and the corpus programs, the percentage is 96.3% and 97.0%, respectively. The fact that both
values are similar confirms that TreeFuzz effectively learns
from the given corpus. In contrast, only 78.4% of the programs generated by LangFuzz are syntactically correct.
6.5.2

LangFuzz

Figure 4. Equivalence classes of inconsistencies found by
the three approaches.
a “TypeError” in all versions of Chrome but do not crash in
any version of Firefox belong to the same equivalence class.
Figure 4 summarizes the results of the comparison. The
figure shows for each approach how many equivalence
classes of inconsistencies the approach detects, and how
many equivalence classes are shared by multiple approaches.
The results show that the three approaches are complementary to each other. Even though there is an overlap of 26
equivalence classes found by all three approaches, each individual approach contributes a set of otherwise missed inconsistencies. In particular, TreeFuzz detects 28 otherwise
missed classes of inconsistencies.
Since Figure 4 is based on coarse-grained equivalence
classes, the number of unique inconsistencies found by each
approach is an underapproximation. To understand to what
extent this abstraction underapproximates the number of
unique root causes of inconsistencies that TreeFuzz finds,
we manually inspect a sample of programs. Specifically,
we randomly sample ten equivalence classes found by both
TreeFuzz and an alternative approach, and inspect for each

Comparison Based on Differential Testing

To compare the programs generated by the different approaches beyond their syntax, we compare what kinds of inconsistencies the programs find when being used for differential testing. Since inspecting thousands of inconsistencies
manually is practically infeasible, we assign inconsistencies
to equivalence classes based on how an inconsistency manifests. These equivalence classes are an approximation of the
actual root cause that triggers an inconsistency.
To compute the equivalence class of a program, we summarize the behavior of this program in a particular browser
into a single string, such as “okay” for a non-crashing program and “ReferenceError” or “TypeError” for a crashing
program. Based on these summaries, we compute a tuple
(b1 , . . . , bn ) of strings for each program, where each bi is
the summary from a particular browser. Two inconsistencies
belong to the same equivalence class if and only if they share
the same tuple. For example, two programs that both throw
11
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class one program generated by TreeFuzz and one program
generated by the other approach. The median of the number
of programs in an equivalence class is one for corpus-only,
TreeFuzz and two for LangFuzz. The goal of this manual inspection is to determine whether the inconsistencies exposed
by the two programs are due to the same root cause.
In the pairs of programs inspected for the overlap between TreeFuzz and LangFuzz, we find for seven out of ten
program pairs, the two have different root causes. Likewise,
for the overlap between TreeFuzz and the corpus-only approach, the programs in eight out of ten pairs have different
root causes. We conclude from these results that our equivalence classes are coarse-grained, i.e., Figure 4 is likely to be
a strong underapproximation of the number of root causes
exposed by the individual approaches.

7.

express some of the model extractors supported by TreeFuzz, such as ancestor constraints (Section 3.2.5) and identical subtree rules (Section 3.2.6). Furthermore, TreeFuzz differs from PHOG and Deep3 by applying probabilistic models to fuzz testing, which requires to create data from scratch
instead of predicting how to complete existing data.
Maddison and Tarlow propose a machine learning technique to generate “natural” source code [32]. TreeFuzz differs from their work by automatically inferring a generative
model, instead of creating it by hand. Moreover, we evaluate the usefulness of generated programs and show that
our approach applies to tree data other than programs. Our
work also relates to other corpus-based analyses, e.g., to find
anomalies that correspond to bugs [36], for code completion [12], to recommend API usages [50], for plagiarism detection [31, 46], and to find copy-paste bugs [29].

Related work

Testing Compilers and Runtime Engines Various efforts
have been invested to test and validate compilers and runtime
engines, starting from work in the 1960s [44], 1970s [21,
40], and 1990s [13, 33]. Several surveys [11, 25] provide
an overview of older approaches. More recent work includes
the Csmith approach for generating C programs for differential testing [49] and other random-based program generation
techniques [30]. Instead of hard coding a model of the target
language into the approach, TreeFuzz infers models from a
corpus. Other work proposes oracles to determine whether
a program exposes a bug in the compiler or execution engine [26, 27, 48] and on ranking generated programs [15].
Chen et al. empirically compare different compiler testing
approaches [14]. Section 6.5 compares the JavaScript instantiation of TreeFuzz with a state of the art approach for generating JavaScript programs [23].

Fuzz Testing Fuzz testing has been used to test UNIX utilities [34], compilers [49], runtime engines [18, 23], refactoring engines [16], other kinds of applications [20], and to find
and exploit security vulnerabilities [28, 39, 45]. Blackbox
fuzz testing either starts from existing data or generates new
data based on a model that describes the required data format. For complex input formats, the model-based approach
has the advantage that it avoids producing input data that
is immediately rejected by the program. However, several
authors mention the difficulties of creating an appropriate
model for a particular target language [23, 39, 49], e.g., saying that “HTML is a good example of a complex file format
for which it would be difficult to create a generator” [39].
Our work addresses this problem by inferring probabilistic,
generative models of the data format. Whitebox fuzz testing
analyzes the program under test to generate inputs that cover
not yet tested paths, e.g., using symbolic execution [20, 35],
concolic execution [19, 47], or taint analysis [17]. In contrast, TreeFuzz is independent of a particular program under
test and therefore trivially scales to complex programs.

8.

Conclusion

We present TreeFuzz, a language-independent, blackbox
fuzz testing approach that generates tree-structured data.
The core idea is to infer from a corpus of example data a
set of probabilistic, generative models, which then create
new data that has properties similar to the corpus. The approach does not require any a priori knowledge of the format
of the generated data, but instead infers syntactic and semantic properties of the format. TreeFuzz supports an extensible
set of single-pass models, enabling it to learn a wide range
of properties of the data format. We apply the approach to
two different data formats, a programming language and a
markup language, and show that TreeFuzz generates data
that is mostly valid and effective for detecting bugs through
fuzz testing. Being easily applicable to any kind of treestructured data, we believe that TreeFuzz can serve as a basis for various avenues for future work, e.g., generating input
data for security testing and differential testing of program
analysis tools.

Corpus Analysis and Statistical Models Based on the observation that source code can be treated similarly to natural language documents [22], several statistical language
models for programs have been proposed, e.g., based on
n-grams [7, 9, 38], graphs [37, 42] and recurrent neural
networks [43]. These models are useful for code completion [9, 22, 37, 38, 43], plagiarism detection [24], and to infer appropriate identifier names [7, 42]. Our work differs by
learning probabilistic models that create entire programs and
by being applicable to data beyond programs.
PHOG [10] and Deep3 [41] learn a model to predict how
to complete existing data, e.g., for code completion. They
pick the model depending on the context of the prediction
and automatically synthesize a function that extracts this
context. For performance reasons, PHOG and Deep3 limit
the search space of the synthesis, e.g., by not synthesizing
functions with loops. As a result, these approaches cannot
12
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